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Soph-Senior
Tilt to Open
Intra-Murals
Coaches Select Candidates
as Teams Hold First
Practice Session
When the referee's whistle signals
the tap off of the Sophomore-Senior
inter-class tilt next Monday night, a
new chapter in the annals of P r o v i dence College athletics will be started.
The long-awaited intramural sports
program, which has been advocated
in C o w l editorials for some time, w i l l
become an actuality.
T h i s week the coaches of the eight
aggregations in the league met thenaspiring candidates at practice sessions held in Harkins H a l l .
After
sending their charges through prel i m i n a r y paces, the mentors selected
the men who w i l l make up the respective class squads i n league competition. Although these sessions were
the only practice periods provided by
the
Students'
Athletic
Council,
coaches who wish to arrange additional periods may do so through the
athletic office.
Coach E d Crotty, varsity hoop mentor and director of the intramural
program stated that players under 150
pounds may perform in the heavyweight loop, but may not return to
the lightweight ranks after having
played with the heavies.
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THE EXAMS
The exclusive schedule for the
midyear exams is published today in The C o w l on Page 4.
C l i p it out and save it for reference.
The
exams
will
begin
on
Thursday at 2:00 p. m and will
continue through the following
week.
Due to the examinations The
C o w l w i l l be published on next
Thursday.
A l l material
must
be in by Wednesday afternoon.

Carignan Hits 'Prejudice';
Says Alembic is Open
Shop Affair
The

March

Providence
will

be

issue of

College

the
as

entirely

as

new writers or by students who have
contributed only once or twice in the
past, it was announced this week by
Norman
the

A t present the script is being written by Norman J . Carignan. '39. and
Robert C . Healey. '39, who have not as
yet revealed the theme or setting of
the production. Ray Pettine. '39, has
charge of the musical selections to be
used in the show. A n y musical compositions which students may wish to
have incorporated into the comedy
must be submitted before February 7.

T h e success of the performance deT w o contests in each division are pends upon the cooperation of the
listed before
the midyear
exams. whole student body. Pledges and conCompetition w i l l start again on Feb- tracts will be sought in the near furuary 8 and will continue until ture. Tryouts for the leading parts
March
7.
The championships,
in w i l l start about February 13.
The
which league winners w i l l meet, w i l l casting of the show is under the directake place on M a r c h 10.
tion of W i l l i a m Cunningham, '39. StuThe
lightweight
encounters
w i l l dents seeking parts should see him.
start at 7 p. m. with the heavies tak- Specialty men are particularly asked
ing over at 8.
to contact Cunningham.
Schedule for Both Divisions
F o r the second successive year John
Jan. 16 . . Sophomores vs. Seniors
Andre. '39, has been named general
Jan. 17 . . . . . .
Freshmen vs. Seniors
production manager and director.
Feb. 8
Sophomores vs. Juniors
Feb. 9
• Freshmen vs. Seniors
Feb. 13
Freshmen vs. Sophomores Philosophy Club Elects
Feb. 14
Juniors vs. Seniors
Temporary Co-Chairmen
Feb. 20
Seniors vs. Sophomores
Feb. 21 . . . . . . Freshmen vs. Juniors
T h e newly-formed Philosophy C l u b
Feb. 27
Sophomores vs. Juniors held its second meeting of the year
Feb. 28
Freshmen vs. Seniors
in Room 33. T h e Rev. P a u l C . PerMar. 6 . . Freshmen vs. Sophomores
rotta. O.P., of the College Philosophy
Mar. 7
Juniors vs. Seniors
department and moderator of the soMar, 10
Championships
ciety, explained the aims of the society following which a committee
for the formation of a constitution was
appointed.
Those
appointed
were.
Robert C . Healey, '39; Walter F . G i b bons. '39; Eugene J . M c E l r o y , '39;
Terence Reilly has been named Sanford Shorr, '40, and Zygmont J .
chairman of the Senior Veritas Dance Czubak, '41.

Committee Named
For Veritas Dance

planned for Feb. 21, according to
Robert C . Healey and Sanford Shorr
James T u l l y . president of the class.
were elected temporary co-chairmen.
Other members of the committee will
be F r e d Turner. John McQueeney.
George L o n g . Francis Crowley. John
L y o n s and John Schofield. Michael
Coyne, editor of the book, and the
officers of the class will serve exofficio on the committee.
T h e entire camera staff of "Veritas" He Knows That He is Paving the
and a special photographer from PhoWay for College Careers
toreflex Studies w i l l be at the dance
for the Deaf
to take action and group shots for
the annual.
B i l l Littleton, deaf student now in
Photoengraving work on the book
his third year at the College, is dew i l l begin early next week, immeditermined to pass the midyear exams.
ately upon the signing of the contract.
He knows that if he is successful in
Group pictures and informal shots
his college work other deaf students
of extra-curricula activities will be
will be encouraged to seek a college
taken on Feb. 20 and 21.
Students
education.
have been requested to submit any
With a vast amount of courage he
snapshots which they may have suithas worked through three
years,
able for publication in the feature
striving to keep up with his more
section of "Veritas."
fortunate classmates.
H e has sucA campaign to promote a larger ceeded admirably with the help of
yearbook sale among the undergradu- lip reading and the notes of his
ates was opened yesterday by Frank fellow students.
D. O'Brien, Business Manager. A treThree years ago he came to the
mendous reduction in the price of the Rev. A r t h u r H . Chandler, O . P . . dean,
(Continued on Page 6)
and bared his desire for a college

J . Carignan,

'39,

Friars Hold
Series Edge

Alembic,

literary quarter-

devoted

possible to contributions submitted by

Primary steps towards the production of the annual musical comedy
written and produced entirely by the
undergraduates of the College, are
underway. A committee in charge of
sponsoring the show has announced
that the performance w i l l run for a
period of five successive nights. A p r i l
18 to 22 inclusive.

5 Cents a Copy.

Alembic Seeks Providence, State to Clash
In Season's Hoop Highlight
New Writers
For Next Issue R E C O R D C R O W D E X P E C T E D A T A U D I T O R I U M

ly,

Authors Plan
Comedy Script

Veritas

editor

of

magazine.

T h i s move to restrict contributions
to new writers is prompted by the
desire to have new writers contribute
to the A l e m b i c so that the magazine
w i l l give a more varied and characteristic
representation
of
student
literary ability here at the College.

Providence College holds a 5 to 3
lead in the basketball series with R. I.
State going into their game tomorrow
night.
The series was inaugurated
in the 1934-35 season in which the
Friars were victorious in both contests.
The Friars took both games the following season and it was not until
1937 that the Rams won a game. That
year they split the contests each w i n ning one
and
were
State
cochampions.
Last season the Rams
won both games for the first time
they swept the series.

Friars Seek to Stop Fast
Attack of Undefeated
State Team
STOP
STATE!—A
rather
large
order considering the fact that eight
other collegiate
quintets
including
one of the best B r o w n University
fives in recent years, have failed.
Nevertheless the dauntless Crottymen
are no respectors of reputations and
w i l l be out to regain the basketball
supremacy in Rhode Island that belonged to Providence two seasons
back when they play host to the u n defeated Rhode Island State Rams in
the highlight of the current home
season tomorrow night at the Rhode
Island A u d i t o r i u m . A record crowd
for the present campaign is expected
to be on hand to witness the encounter.

The most exciting
contest
ever
played between the two schools was
Carignan stated, "In the past and
the 1937 battle at Kingston. H i g h l y
even now there has been a growing
The Rams enter the fray with the
favored the Rams went down to deprejudice that the A l e m b i c was a
record of eight
straight
feat at the hands of a fighting P r o v i - enviable
closed proposition. Nothing is furtriumphs
with something short of
dence team 42-38.
ther from the truth. T h e editors this
600 points to their credit. Victories
T
h
e
series:
year have been wholeheartedly
atwere registered over the A l u m n i ,
1934-35
tempting to encourage all students to
L o w e l l Textile, A r n o l d , American InProvidence 53—State 35.
contribute
to
the
Alembic.
The
ternational College, N e w Hampshire,
Providence 47—State 43.
'closed proposition' idea seems to have
B r o w n , Northeastern, and Maine in
1935- 36
come into being because only a few
that order. B r o w n gave the Rams
Providence 53—State 47.
students took an interest in the magatheir toughest game last Saturday
Providence 65—.State 42.
zine and could be depended upon
night as they dropped a 51-42 de1936- 37
for articles."
cision. The lead changed hands sevState 63—Providence 54.
eral times in this roughly-played
T h e L i t e r a r y C l i n i c , designed
to
Providence 42—State 38.
contest and it was left to State's
advise and aid students with their
1937- 38
ability to convert via the foul route
stories, w i l l be at the disposal of any
State 52—Providence 41.
in the final period to clinch the
student who wishes advice on his
Sti.tfc 85—Providence 59.
verdict.
contribution. T h e deadline for the
M a r c h issue w i l l be F e b r u a r y 17. A l l
The
Kingston sharpshooters
are
articles,
short
stories,
or
essays
headed by their high-scoring ace Chet
should be submitted to the editor by
Jaworski. who in seven games f r o m
that time.
his center position has amassed a
total of 179 points to top New E n g Pouring of Concrete Already land Collegiate scorers. J a w o r s k i ,
along
with
Bud
Conley,
former
Begun; Work Progresses AcCranston
High
star,
and
Warner
cording to Schedule
Keaney, of football fame, comprise
the most potent scoring combination
T h e formation of a Freshman D e Contrary to the opinion of a few in N e w England College circle. L e o n
bating Society, separate from the v a r - of the
"sidewalk
engineers,"
the Caprelian and E d Petro along with
sity Debating Union, was announced wooden building which now adorns the above three round out the starttoday by Walter F . Gibbons, '39, the sight of the new dormitory is not ing state five which spells scoring
president of the U n i o n . T h e scarcity the building which will house the and plenty of it. "Duke" A b b r u z z i .
of experienced debaters in the upper students. It is merely a glorified tool Cliff Pace, V i c Tkacs. and E d G r a classes. Gibbons said, w i l l force the shed having all modern conveniences dowski are due to see action i n reU n i o n next year to rely extensively including four rooms with windows, serve roles.
on the material that can be secured a large work desk, and a pay teleProvidence
holds
victories
over
phone.
from the Freshman class.
Assumption and Becker, the one deT h e dorm itself is hidden behind feat coming at the hands of the
Those present at the first meeting
this structure. Thus for the excava- strong Dartmouth quintet. T h e locals,
were, Angelo Caras. John Converse,
tion is almost completed and it is ex- still keyed-up since their t h r i l l i n g
Leo Fecteau, John Fondi, Omer G o u - pected that the steam-shove! and the
victory over Becker College last F r i let. Russell Jalbert,
Aaron
Sloan. three
trucks
will
complete
their day night, have maintained a blisterFrank Whalen, Jerome Tessler, T . J . work tomorrow.
ing pace at practice during the past
Donald, and W i l l i a m Riley. Eugene
A slight difficulty arose this week week and should reach a peak perJ . M c E l r o y debate manager of the when the shovel struck the extrem- formance in the objective tussle toUnion conducted the meeting.
ity of a ledge. However, a blast of morrow night.
The ball-handling,
dynamite late Wednesday afternoon passing, and shooting of the entire
removed the rock. One hundred feet team showed a marked improvement
of forms on the west end of the main to warrant a smoother offensive than
wing having been completed,
the that displayed i n previous contests.
pouring of concrete beg^n Thursday
Coach Crotty intends to shift Joe
T h e wall at this point w i l l be two Kwasniewski, who was so successful
and one half feet thick.
in holding "Swede" Broberg. Darteducation. After finishing his junior
According to the construction fore- mouth star, to a mere two points in
high course at Nathan Bishop and
man, work is progressing on sched- the game at Hanover, to centre in
his high school work at Central he
ule and only inclement weather will order that he may keep a close watch
waited two years before trying for
delay progress.
on the ever-dangerous Jaworski. T h e
college.
task of holding Conley in check w i l l
Father Chandler agreed to give GENERAL SCIENCE CLUB
fall to B i l l M u r p h y and it is l i k e l y
h i m a trial of three subjects for the
that either "Slip" B a r n i n i or R a l p h
HOLDS
FIRST
MEETING
first year. H e was completely sucPapparella w i l l be pitted
against
cessful and now is carrying a regular
T h e newly-formed General Science Warner Keaney at the other guard
schedule.
Club, composed of students interested post. Steve Fallon, who paced the
In addition to his class work he in physics and chemistry, held its Providence scoring i n the Becker
is w o r k i n g as a boys' councillor at first formal meeting last night. T h e game, w i l l start at forward with
the Rhode Island School for the meeting, conducted by Francis X . A s - either L e v e y or Speckman as his
Deaf.
There he is trying to aid selin '39. president, took up the mat- running mate.
others to follow his path.
ter of a club name, membership
The preliminary game will find
"Sure,
I'm
determined
to
get dues, future activities, and club by- State's Freshman five, also untainted
through with flying colors," he says. laws.
by defeat, providing the opposition
"If I do, then two fellows and a girl
Plans were made for the writing for the F r i a r First Y e a r men who
now studying at Hope H i g h will and oral presentation of theses by are still seeking their intial win of
know that it's not impossible for individual students upon subjects in the season having lost to Bryant
them to get through college."
which they are particularly interested.
(Continued on Page 5)

Dorm Excavation
Nearly Completed

Freshmen Form
Debating Union

Bill Littleton Has Special Reason
To Pass Midyear Examinations
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What Do You Think?
Question: Do you favor the establishment or a student governing board
al Providence College?
Irving Hodson, Junior—Philosophy:
Yes. I favor the establishment of
a student governing board at P r o v i The Cowl Is published every full school week by the students of Providence College. dence College. A student governing
Providence. R. I.
board would give the students some
Office: Harkins Hall. Room 18
Telephone: MAnning; 0707
control over their affairs and consequently those affairs would be of more
interest to the students. Student control would occasion an increase in
school spirit and would arouse a
Subscription: 5 cents the copy. $1.00 a year.
sense of responsibility in the stuSame rate by mail
Entered as second-class matter October 2. 1936. at the Post Office at Providence. dents.
Rhode Island, under the Act of March 3. 1879.
Irving Wardle, Senior—Philosophy:
THE STAFF
Yes.
I am definitely in favor of
Editor
Robert C. Healey, '39
anything which would advance the
Managing
Editor
Norman J. Carignan, '39
Staff Photographer
Aloysius Quinn '40
welfare of the student body at P r o v i Business Manager
John J. Mahoney, '39
dence College. A student governing
Associate Editors
Michael A . Coyne. '39
Charles E. Sweeney, '41; Daniel F . Murphy. '39
board would have unlimited possibilities of improving the
general
REPORTERS
Joseph Byron, '40
school spirit of the students and at
Francis X. McCarthy. '41
Henry Gray. '41
Irving Jacobson, '41
M a r t i n Orzeck. '41
the same time it would increase the
Charles McGovern. '41
Harold Rich. '41
Charles Prendergast. '41
Joseph Giblin. '42
James R. McGowan. '41
students' interest in the schools acJohn Schofield. '39
Seymour Sherman. '41
Lionel Landry. '40
Louis Rosen. '42
Harold Pivnick. '39
Peter Goodwin, '41
tivities.
George Morris, '41
Milton K r e v a l i n , '41
Edward Dupras, '40
Eugene
c E l r o y . '39
George Comstock. Senior—Philosophy:
CirculationJ . MManager
John
M . Reynolds, 40
Circulation Staff
. Robert E. Roque. '40. George F. Carroll. '40. W i l l i a m J .
No.
I do not favor the establishRiley. '40. Francis Maloney, '40, Joseph Lennon, '40
Exchange Editor
John
F.
O'Gara. '40
ment of a student governing board.
Advertising .Staff
John J . Blanco. '41. manager; A . . F r a n k De Ciantis. '41.
Thomas McGauley, '41, Thomas Russell, 41. It would not be able to accomplish
anything that might be considered constructive.
A l l the student activities
SPIRIT WILL BEAT STATE
are being cared for very well at the
The enthusiasm and the spirit which manifested itself at the present time, so as a result. I can see
end of the football season and reached its peak at the State game no manner in which a student govseems to have relapsed into the dull listless spirit shown earlier in erning board would materially benethe fall. At least the attendance at the basketball games seems to fit the students.
John McGrath, Senior:
indicate that a lapse has taken place. We hope that it is not a Yes and no. If the board were
change but rather a temporary letdown which will soon be over- formed with the sincere intention of
doing its best to increase the stucome.
Those students who attended the Becker game certainly dents' control over their affairs, it
would be a useful instrument and
showed what the real Providence spirit consists of but the number therefore one to be desired. O n the
of students did not compare favorably with the enthusiasm shown. other hand, it it to be formed for the
The crowd was large but there were as many if not more Becker mere purpose of bestowing an honor
upon those who are on the board, it
students attending the game as our own students.
would serve no useful purpose and
This did not make the spirit of Providence College appear over would be a useless ornament.
enthusiastic to the visitors. There seems to be something lacking George Bramen, Senior—Philosophy;
Established November 15. 1935

when Becker, a Worcester College, can have as many students
present as Providence at a Providence home game.
Tomorrow we tackle our traditional rival, State, at the Auditorium. The Ram, mindful of the football defeat, is out to butt the
Friar into submission and to avenge the unpleasant gridiron setback which it suffered at our hands. And unless the student-body
awakens very quickly State is likely to accomplish its objective.
State is considered by some to have the best team in New
England and is the pre-game favorite. State was the pre-game
favorite in the football contest but the fight of the squad plus the
spirit and enthusiasm of the student-body enabled the Friar to conquer.
The basketbaal squad possesses the fight and the ability to
overcome the highly touted State team but it needs the active support of the students. Be at the game Saturday with the spirit and
enthusiasm manifested earlier and State will hike back to Kingston, a skinned and sadly disappointed Ram!
PERSECUTION
In recent months the secular press has not failed to reveal the
odiousness of much of the creed-and-race-baiting which prevails in
so many countries today. The use of such moral energy is indeed
commendable, and it is to be hoped that it will continue. But about
the attitude of the press toward persecution of minorities in its
widest scope there is an element of inconsistency.
For several years Catholic organizations in the United States
have seen both the human and property rights of their fellow communicants in other countries denied either in whole or in part. In
Russia, Spain, and Mexico persecution of Catholics is widely practiced. Despite the repeated declarations of the Catholic press about
the tactics of these governments, the murder of priests and nuns,
and the destruction of churches, no attempt has been made by the
secular press to present the Catholic viewpoint. On the contrary
the "liberalism" of countries such as Spain and Mexico, (countries
which have denied to their Catholic elements the basic right of
worshipping one's Gods according to individual bent), has been
dinned into the American ear.
The American people in the formation of their opinions have
a right to accurate and complete information. The explanation of
intolerance toward itself by a great religion is a necessary part of
such information, and can not be justifiably ignored. The American secular press pays no attention to current anti-Catholic persecutions. The American Catholic does not expect such treatment
from the secular press, which alone has widespread access to the
public ear. He does hold that when a great world movement toward persecution involves peoples of differing religions, the Catholic aspect is one that should be assigned to semi-obscurity.
In our condemnation of evil there is no place for selections.

Yes
A student governing board
would be a desirable instrument for
shaping student policy. A governing
board with sufficient power would be
able to take disciplinary action against
those students who are to blame for
the disgraceful situation in the cafeteria. T h e board should also be empowered to set the dates for the
dances. Student control would cause
an increase in student spirit.
Walter F . Gibbons, Senior—Arts:
Yes.
The right of self-determination demands that the student body
have the power to regulate its own affairs.
A self-respecting high school
student will demand that right. O u r
principle difficulty is in the milk-fed
lassitude of the student body, which
shirks responsibility because it has
never had to face it
Justice, and the
best interests of the College urge tfiat
a student governing board should be
established.
George Finn, Sophomore—Philosophy:
Yes. A student government would
tend to bring about more cooperation
between classes and their officers.
This would create a greater interest
in school activities and an increase
in school spirit Many college throughout the country have tried student
government and are well
satisfied
with the results.
At least a trial
would help the students decide whether or not Providence should have a
student governing board.
Frank Flanagan, Soph.—Philosophy:

Uncle Peter Overlooks The Alumni
So tomorrow night the alumni ven- the evening of the tenth of February.
ture forth to see our basketball team There's going to be an orchestra and
play the highly favored R. I. State everything, and without doubt it will
Rams in what newspaper men term be the highlight of the alumni social
a tussle at the A u d i t o r i u m on No. season. President Gene Sullivan will
announce his committee of assistants
Main street. There will doubtless be
before long, and it's not a bit too
a large gathering of our grads at
early to start saving those dimes
the game—there always is at the
toward
the
purchase
price of a
State and Brown games, which brings
ticket.
up another point, as my grandfather
Mid-month melange. . . A m o n g the
used to say when he was fashioning
alumni who are vulnerable in the
tacks.
game of hearts are the following , . ,
So few alumni attend the basket- B i l l y Spinnler. last year's great basball games during the season that one ketball player has been put out of
wonders just what is the matter with the game by Helen A . Babb of Paterthe basketball enthusiasts among our son, N . J . . . B i l l , by the way. is
friends possessing bachelor's degrees. employed in the ordinary department of the Prudential Insurance
As Charlie Verde confided to your
Co. . . Pawtucket's assistant city enwhat we may term a columnist for
gineer, Charles Farrell. has gone to
want of a certain movie actress, the
New L o n d o n to present a diamond
other night at the Becker game quote to Nora J . Booth, Albertus Magnus
Wouldn't you think that more of the grad . . . and Walter Fitzpatrick has
boys could plank out a half a dollar decided that Helen Desmond of Y o n to see a good game question mark un- kers is going to make a fine helpquote. Uncle Peter said yes he did. mate. . . Walt, you know, is actually
but admitted that that idea didn't paid by the New Y o r k , New Haven
go very far towards boosting attend- and Heartfailure for the work he
But if it's any incentive to a big- does in their Providence station.
ger

crowd we

can quote

the

Friar

known

cagey

Scallions to the color ad of De
in Soto i n this week's L i f e which picwho tures M y Man Godfrey's M y r n a L o y
says that "we will be in there fight- without her auburn tresses. . . but
ing."
A n d if that's not
incentive orchids, on the other hand, to Joe
enough, come around and renew ac- Isacco of this city, who has graduated from polishing apples to log
quaintances and see some good basrolling, having been appointed secreketball games in the bargain.
tary to M r . H a r r y Sandager in WashTo Frank Reavey and others of the ington. , . and then in conclusion
alumni who can dance your uncle just a note to say that John Reed
takes pleasure in announcing that the of Pittsfield is teaching in the high
annual alumni ball w i l l be held on school there.
trainer of

the

five,

the legal records as Mal Brown,

To the Editor . . .

Dear M r Cowl;
It is. it is claimed, the task of a
college of liberal arts to educate the
student as a man by giving him a
broad cultural background. Yet. while
music is a prominent factor in modern cultural life, it received little or
no attention from the colleges. Whether this is due to academic inertia or
to a lack of understanding on the
part of the educators. I do not know.
But. I do know mat no man is brought
Love, the quest; marriage,, the con- to a "state of full maturity" (which
quest; divorce, the Inquest.
is what a college of liberal arts endeavors to do) without a knowledge
of or an appreciation of music.
A young theologian named Fiddle
Refused to accept his degree
To my mind, good music is as Im"For", said he. "it's enough to be portant to a person's cultural equipFiddle
ment as is good literature. It is not
Without being Fiddle, D . D . "
merely a form of amusement but
N.
A student government would
only add confusion and more dissension to our present system.
Electing
the board would create more dirty
politics of which we already have
enough
It would also tend to create
jealousy among the different classes
for seniority and power on the board
Providence can do without a student
governing board.

—The De Paulla.

pieces are to be taught, studied, and
enjoyed A n y student graduating from
a college of liberal arts should recognize and appreciate Beethoven
as
readily as he would
Shakespeare.
He certainly should not have to wait
until Benny Goodman decides to
swing the theme of his Fifth Symphony before he is made to reaUze
that there was such a person and
that he did write at least
five
symphonies.
I believe that a course in music
should be on the must list of every
college of liberal arts. T h e course
should cover a history of music and
the structure of its various forms,
and should aim at an intimate understanding of the masterpieces of
musical literature,
more like a language whose masterRaymond Vincent Thomas Pettine
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P. C. Italian Club
Inducts Members

THE KEYHOLER

BRYANT DEFEATS
F R E S H M A N QUINTET
The

Members of the A q u i n o C l u b heard
We
ye

were a wee bit disgusted

venerable

Ed

asked

us

when

problem

in a nutshell; what

shall I

take ! do?

to

Sincerely,

over the A d v i c e of the L o v e l o r n col-

Hazel Hazzitt.
umn
of

this week but after reading some

the letters sent to our beloved col-

umnist,

Shesa

Darling,

we're

begin-

Dear Hazel.
The

best advice I can give you

ning to like the job more and more

come

We

men and women

have but one request to make of

those

desirous

of

securing

our

ser-

to

As

are

mood

from

this

well,

at

appreciate
one

in a particularly

of

morning we
least
this

the

hopeful,
bit

of

I usually don't rely upon such means
for

solving

such

a

my problems but I'm in

dilemma

that

I don't

know

what to do so I'm writing this

little

note to you

help

to

see

if you can

me solve my problem. Down here to

raro

and asks,

Mrs.

Smith."

beautiful

girl

on

please don't

think

when

the

I say

their choice.

the

campus

it mere

boys

and

bragging

were

right

ish

dribble and down to the business

of

the

moment.

At

the

college

I

have been recently afflicted with two
boy friends. Oswald Shy and Casper
Hotstuff,

Oswald is a very nice boy

but as his name implies is very shy.
O n the other hand is Casper.

I would

prefer Oswald any day of the
but it takes a month to get

week

him to

she.

cut

these,

giving

him

to her and cracks. "Okay, that's all I
wanted to know, now I'll shuffle and
In
the

the
city

same vein—Theme song
of

Providence—Don't

Symmetry—a
Phi

'Jokes

to

bury

the

these).

Beta Kopper—National

Police-

Friday

eve

Silly, aren't they?
and

twasn't

discussed

"The

Link

Italian
who

Both have

Committees appointed were: for ini-

the beaucoup femme from Becker.
many a moon.

cheer-leader

was

game

E v e n that Becker
exciting;

he

must

a

Pittsfleld

Friars,

scoring
he

boy

garnered

honors

annexed

floor to

for

on

five

by a

"Louie"
for

individual
night

baskets

for just

when

from

the

half of

his

points.

The

Indians

over

early

in the

front

by 36 to 20 score

way mark.

the

lead

tussle and were out
at the

in

half-

T h e y continued to outplay

their intra-city rivals during the second

qua.

points

period

and

to the

rang

up

20

mates were able to

'40, and John Ciro. 42; for social re-

game

turns.

Marone were the only other

Paparella,

'40, Francis Gragnani, '40, Joseph N a politano,

'42,

Albert

Fondi,

'42,

of

of

the

more

12 that Sibbio and his

'41. Santo L a Fazia, '41, C. DePasquale,
Ralph

Joe

make.

Juges

T h e floor

and

boy

John

at

Stonkus,

heart

but

just

a country

doin' rite

well

in

Murphy,
called
his

who

in

Becker

his

too

physiognomy

prognostication

inexperienced

is

purple?

Man

of the week—Joe

ron—because

he's

added

"Beau" B y another

his already and still growing
conquests.

Seems

list

blonde singer

the

will

hold a bridge party at

Knights

of

Fall

River.

The

committee

sists

of

Paul

Dunn.

Thomas Ellis.
Edward

Columbus

Thursday.
for

John

to

'Twenty-three
from Upper

F a l l River Club of Providence

'41;

affair

'41.

Hugo
'42,

2.

con-

chairman;

Perron,

'41;

Reilly.

'41;

'41; James

Tucker,

in

February

this

Dunn.

Hall

and

Eugene

The

Rev.

Charles

H.

to wager he'll wear out the knees of
his shiny silk pants

the

—who

Noticed E , H i c k -

many.

he becomes ill or some-

thing happens for h i m to wriggle out
of

the

engagement.

There

is

my

end of the season.

long before

the

and

biggest

they

for

next

that

the

students

after

Christmas

are

topic

still

Thursday.
spend

recess

of

sched-

Noticing
the

in

days

worrying
a

meds

on this

study.

lapse

few

in the desire

medical
called

group, blames
"Social

it on the

Merry-go-round"

one gets on d u r i n g the
a

to

T o m F l y n n of the Senior Presothat

holidays.

As

result, he finds himself still t r y i n g

to

capture

a

few

more

brass-rings.

on

his

dancing

putting

lessons.

Having

wowed them last year in the Musical
Comedy,
special

he

hopes

to

do

it

extra

this year.

knows,

he's

intra-mural

rations

have

basketball

really

taken

prepa-

the

pre-

meds

by storm.

E d Butler and Ray

Bozo

are

pleased

quite

that

there

w i l l be a weight division as regards
the

teams.

E d and

little

practice

few

heavyweights.

the

Ray got

other

day

They

into a
with a

came

to

class later, E d minus half-a-shirt. M r .

Bozo is sporting a nice "shiner" this wee

McKenna.

of

the date

week

uled

S u l l i v a n , '42.

O.P..
moderator of
the
club, adYork State. R u m o r hath it that he has dressed the members at their meetalready invited her to the J u n i o r P r o m ing on Wednesday. J a n u a r y 11. Plans

We're willing

'39

New

duration of the season.

the

exams are

the

The
The

College

ask for a date and then on the night

for

the

in

of

tiful

school

KEARNEY,

son draggin' as per usual; in the same

Yards" is corresponding with a beau-

the

PAUL

matter how we try to avoid It,

preparation that he has been

Providence play.

FALL RIVER CLUB TO HOLD
BRIDGE PARTY FEB. 2

ist

up by

No

Solish
of
the
Sophomore
"Horse" George
features Pre-med blames it on the intensive

and

have been an unemployed contortionsigned

By

Kearney. '39

opinions were gathered from the pretook

no Fabbri, '40, and Joseph A . Bevilac-

Guglielmo.

Paul

about studying for the exams,

tiations. Salvatore Guglielmo, '40. N i '40; for a dance, A n t h o n y Ricci,

By
the

playing

the

the

eight

account

team's

spoke on the influence of Italian cul-

caused

'Twas by far the most exciting
in

who

Ancient and Present

the big city; and again per ditto, D a n

Many's the heart that stopped short
by

speakers were Dr. Ciro Ottori-

Between

class,

place

like

man's Fraternity.
last

The

no Scotti

Frosh

on last Tuesday night.

the

of

drop

a slug in the slot.
dead

Sibbio,

by Matthew Rossi, '39, presi-

Joseph M . Fico, '39.

deal,"

in

But eonugh of this fool-

"Did you
Says

the cold stare, "Yes, why?" so he ups

college I was recently voted the most

cussed

dent, who presided

College

year

Providence
gym

ture on English literature.

Ihlnly so up pipes Doug "Fesapo" F e r -

the

50 to 32 score in the Bryant College

New members were

studied in Italy,

in a platter of bread sliced very, very
Dear Miss Darling:

of

Auditorium.

feel

nouses:

defeat

of the year Monday night in the

received and plans for the year dis-

humor

boarding

first

From the Lab

tagged

Old

that

Seems the landlady had just brought

C l a p Hands. V i r g i n i a ,

the

Bryant College Indians

ing

G l o r y " and Francis DelDeo. '39.

positive,
you'll

Slippery E l m Teachers College.

men

chase them all the

we're feeling

jocular
interesting.

Providence where

time.

vices in the future and it is that they
please make their letters a bit more

is

to forget those two stumblebums and

two speakers at the Club's first meet-

3

already asked

so

for

a

donation

chapel were

to

the

discussed.

new

college

The
and

difference
a university:

prove to get

between an asylum
Y o u have

to im-

out of an asylum.
—Setonian
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OFFICIAL E X A M

SCHEDULE

F R E S H from the FROSH

THE COLLEGIATE REVIEW

THURSDAY, JANUARY 19
2:00 to 4:00
Room
French 303, 202, 201, 102, 101
Auditorium
German 102
20
German 101
35
Spanish 102, 101
22
Italian 201, 102, 101
21
Biology 305
17
Business 302
24
Physics 402
25
Business 403
30
FRIDAY, JANUARY 20
8:30 to 10:30
Philosophy 303
Auditorium
Biology 201
22
Latin 101
17
Intensive Latin
30
Mathematics 102
19
Biology 102
35
Mechanics 301
32
10:30 to 12:30
Philosophy 201
Auditorium
Mathematics 105
35
Philosophy 401
17,19
1:00 to 3:00
Religion 401 (Father Cannon)
36,37
Religion 401 (Father Fitzgerald)
38,39
Religion 301 (Father Howley)
35
Religion 301 (Father Heasley)
17
Religion 301 (Father Donovan)
30
Religion 201 (Father Foley)
21,22
Religion 201 (Father McKenna)
19,20
Religion 101
Auditorium
SATURDAY, JANUARY 21
8:30 to 10:30
History 406, 306
. . . .Auditorium
History 103
Auditorium
English 202
22
10:30 to 12:30
Education 401
39
Latin 201
35
MONDAY, JANUARY 23
8:30 to 10:30
Sociology 301 (Father Dore)
17
Sociology 301 (Father Fitzgerald)
35
Philosophy 301
Auditorium
English 201 (Dr. O'Neill)
20
English 201 (Father Reilly)
21,22
English 201 (Father Begley)
19
Mathematics 201
32
10:30 to 12:30
English 101 (Father Quinn)
Auditorium
English 101 (Father Fennell)
Auditorium
English 101 (Father McGregor)
35
English 101 (Father Begley)
22
English 101 (Father Fitzgerald)
21
1:00 to 3:00
Physics
25
TUESDAY, JANUARY 24
8:30 to 10:30
Education 301
35
Political Science 402
21
Mathematics 401, 301
32
Chemistry 201
19
Economics 201
Auditorium
History 102
Auditorium
10:30 to 12:30
Mathematics 101 (Mr. McDonald)
35
Mathematics 101 (Father Precourt)
21
Biology 101
Auditorium
Mathematics 103
19
Political Science 304
20
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 25
8:30 to 10:30
Physics 201
25
Business 201
Auditorium
Business 306
24
Education 201
35
English 316
20
History 101
Auditorium
10:30 to 12:30
English 310, 112
Auditorium
Greek 201
20
Drawing 101
19
THURSDAY, JANUARY 26
8:30 to 10:30
Philosophy 411
30
Latin 312
21
El. Greek
14
Political Science 103 (Father Bergkamp)
22
Political Science 103 (Father McKenna)
20
Drawing 201
Laboratory
Education 101
Auditorium
Greek 101
31
Political Science 201
32
10:30 to 12:30
English 432
20
FRIDAY, JANUARY 27
8:30 to 10:30
Chemistry 404, 402, 401, 301, 101
Auditorium
OFFICIAL EXAMINATION RULES
Any student who brings books or papers to examination rooms
or who is seen communicating in any way, will forfeit his examination. All writing must be done in the book which will be supplied
by the professor. No student may use more than one examination
book at the same time.
NB.—STUDENTS MUST WATCH OFFICIAL BULLETIN
BOARDS FOR ANY CHANGES IN THIS SCHEDULE.

(By Associated Collegiate Press)
The first thing on this week's program is a little
from the

last session.

"Slim'' Oliver,
as

unfinished

having

It seems that

whom

eleven

business

we

dates

mentioned
over

the

holidays, took home exactly that number of Cowls last week—one for each
of

the

young

ladies.

(Circulation

manager please note.)
Joe McLaughlin and his pals have
been seen in the phone booth

quite

Often

< they

won't
asking
what

of
tell
for
the

late,
us

dialing
what

exchange I

Margaret.
gag

is

7606

but

Don't
they

and
know

usually

give the name "Freddie."
Roomies George A v e r y and Joe
Fitzgerald awoke tother morn to find
their pedal extremities rather frigid.
(How's that vocab. prof?) The two
lads complained to the housekeeper
to no avail. It can be understood
why "Baby" George couldn't take it,
coming as he does from the city. But
a farmer's son like "Fitzy" shouldn't
mind the early morning atmosphere.
Frank
Dwyer.
philosophy,
was
elected president of the City-by-theSea Commuter's Association, which is
composed of 27 students of colleges
in this city who commute daily, excluding those who attend that k i n dergarten on the other hill. • Congrats. Frank!)
S E E N H I T H E R A N D Y O N . . Phil
Foley, business delegate from Newport, seen in a back seat on Webster
Street in that city. Rumor states that
her name is Jean. . . Horace Marrone.
who hails from the railroad city, walking a very attractive little colleen
home from Saturday night's social. . .
"Prince" Nardini, who also claims
New Haven as his home, escorting
a student of that Broadway academy
to the trolley the same evening. H e r
name is Frances.
, Paul Carberry
at the hockey game last week-end
spending his time talking to a cute
number from Katherine Gibbs. He
still doesn't know who won
the
game.

Ithaca,
N. Y — (ACP)—The
five
driving forces in the daily life of the
average college student have been
charted by Cornell University's D r .
Julian L . Woodward after an extensive research into campus social life.
These driving forces are: "the drive
for prestige; the need to release tremendous energy by doing things and
going places; the wish to achieve i n dependence from home ties and be
recognized as an adult; the problem
of relationship with the other sex,
and finally the planning for adult
life."
Dr. Woodward also determined how
students rate the prestige of other
students. He found that a male student rates prestige by "which fraternity he belongs to; his campus offices and the teams he makes; his
smoothness, a compound of clothes,
car and 'line'; and farther down the
list his grades, more as an index of
intelligence than of culture.'*

has found this out after many months
of

research.

paste this one

We

suggest

that

you

in the cover of your

bait-box.
One of the chief topics of conversation—almost as bad as "Have you
heard about my operation?"—is this
subject of allergies. Sensitiviness to
food, you know. Well, a University
of California fact-gatherer has found
out that 7 percent of us have allergies,
which means that some of us must
be kidding ourselves, judging from
the large number that claim certain
sensitivities.
A n d all of you who have inferiority
complexes because you didn't get a
chance to play on the varsity will
feel better after this new pill of selfreliance from Massachusetts
State
College:
Researchers
there
have
found that only 49 percent of the
college athletes are active in social
activities in later life.

Yes, science is doing everything In
Women students rate each other This Collegiate W o r l d to make us a l l
'first by sorority, then by date rating, feel better—or is It?
a compound of the ability to be inPennsylvania State College gradvited out frequently and the prestige
uates of 1932 have given their alma
of the men who date them; then by
mater S4500 for murals for the colcollege activities, and finally by grades
lege administration building.
as a mark of intelligence."
A
classical
museum—a
valuable
Day by day, i n every way, science
collection
of antiquities—has
been
is making us better acquainted with
opened at Vassar College.
ourselves and our neighbors.
Not
Oregon State College has areas
that we're demanding it, you know,
but during the last two or three painted on its sidewalks to Indicate
weeks science has
found
out
a where students may light cigarettes,
couple of things that you really where they may throw them away.
should know:

Miami University medical authoriUnder ordinary conditions,
your ties report a decrease of more than 50
per
cent, in the number, severity and
hands and arms contain about 8,000,000 micro-organisms, according to a duration of colds contracted by stuJohns Hopkins University professor. dents as a result of cold vaccine i n T h i s is a nice fact to add to your jections.
dinner-table facts collection.
New
Hampshire's largest
inland
If you're a devotee of the stream, body of salt water. Great Bay, w i l l
you really should know that fish like be the object of intensive research
red better than any other color, and and writing by University of N e w
that red-colored bait is best. A t least Hampshire undergraduates this w i n a Northwestern University professor ter.
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HOT OFF THE
FRYER
By Dan Murphy
T H E R A M IS H E R E

AGAIN

Providence College and Rhode Island State w i l l be in the athletic limelight again tomorrow night when the
basketball representatives of the two
schools will meet in the opening clash
of their annual home-and-home series
on the floor of the R. I. Auditorium in
Providence, State, at the time of writing, has gone through seven games
undefeated and
rules the
decided
favorite over the Friars who have
dropped one decision in three starts
thus far. This is the column which
told you that Becker wouldn't furnish
our boys with too much trouble last
Friday . . . . so you don't have to
believe us when we tell you that
Providence might hand M r . Keaney
and his lads their first surprise and
setback of the New Year.
State Wants This One . . .
There is a rumor going around
to the effect that the State w i l l try
to score an amazing total in an attempt to avenge the defeat suffered
by their
football
cohorts
on last
Armistice Day. The South County
boys are out to "rub it in" if they can
by tacking a humiliating defeat on the
"Fighting Friars" . . . . at least, that
is how the story goes. With another
one of their point-a-minute combinations on tap, the Keaney charges have
a slight chance of doing just that . . .
but again, we don't think they can.
The P. C . quintet is well-conditioned,
aggressive, and in the right frame of
mind to make up for the losses suffered last season at the hands of the
Ram five,

CHEERING
SECTION
Students who are going to attend
the State game at the Auditorium
tomorrow night are asked to get
there early and sit in two sections
to which they will be directed by
members of the Friars' Club, and
which w i l l serve as the Providence
College rooting section for the evening. Seats in the section are not
reserved, so F r i a r rooters are again
asked to be there early—at 7:30 p.m.
if possible, thus assuring the team
of some organized cheering support.
Prices
General Admission
$ .75
Reserved Seats
. $1.10
High School Students
$ .25

Harry Platt pulled the basketball
version
of
Roy
Riegel's
famous
"wrong way" run in the Brown-State
game last Saturday when he looped
one in the wrong basket . . . Platt's
error may be charged to the fact that
the teams were lined up the wrong
way at the start of the second half . .
so excuse him please

Becker Missed This One

Friars Defeat
Becker College
In Close Tilt
Sweeney's Basket in Closing Seconds Decides
Exciting Battle
In one of the most thrilling games
ever played in Harkins H a l l
the
Providence College basketball team
defeated Becker College last F r i d a y
night 50 to 49 in an overtime battle.
T h e Friars came from behind i n
the last period to tie up the ball
game on E l t Deuse's basket.
Then
in the overtime, with Becker again
leading, the hero's role went to rangy
Paul Sweeney. F r i a r reserve center.
Sweeney took a pass at mid-court
and with only 15 seconds left to play
calmly poised himself and shot the
winning basket.

TENNIS T O U R N A M E N T
BEING C O M P L E T E D
The Table Tennis tournament for
the championship of Providence C o l lege was progressing rapidly today
with all first round matches completed yesterday.
Tournament Officials expect the finals to be played
in the middle of next week.

The play was fast and aggressive
all the way as the Friars turned i n
their best performance of the year.
H i g h scoring honors of the evening
went to Ziggy Strzlecki of Becker
with 18 points. F a l l o n was high man
for the Friars with 14 points.

E a r l y round matches brought out
some very spectacular
play.
Bill
Tierney defeated
Joe Buckley of
New Bedford in the most thrilling
match. Other outstanding first round
victors were Jack
Reynolds. D a n
Geary, F . M u l l e n , G . Carroll. J . M c Queeney. and T o m McDonald. A l l
matches were played upon the basis
of the best two out of three games.
The semi-finals will be based upon
the best three out of five and the
final on four out of seven.

T h e game was close throughout
with neither team going more than
five points ahead of the other. A t
the end of the first period the F r i a r s
led 14 to 11 but Becker pulled up
all even with them at half-time. T h e
scoreboard reading 24 ail.

BLACKSTONE VALLEY
CLUB ORGANIZES

The first meeting of the Providence
College C l u b of Blackstone Valley
Becker Meant Business . . .
was held at its new quarters, 87
The Becker College team provided Roosevelt avenue, Wednesday eventhe fans In attendance at Harkins ing. K a r l Sherry presided.
Hall last Friday night with one of the
Thomas Moriarty was elected finanbest exhibitions of "never say die" cial secretary. It was voted to conspirit, supplemented by considerably duct a mid-winter ball late in Janmore ability than most of us expect- uary. F r a n k Sullivan heads the gened, ever displayed by a Providence eral committee in charge of the fair
A membership drive will be inopponent. Their Strzlicki was as expert a shot as we have seen this year augurated in the near future. M e m and we don't think the celebrated M r , bers of the committee in charge of
Jaworski of State will show us any- the drive are Newman Forestal, E d gar Maynard, Joseph M c K e n n a and
thing more in the line of basketball
Thomas Moriarty.
skill in the all-sense tomorrow night.
The
following
members
of
the
The Worcester boys provided the lads
with just the kind of conditioning house committee were appointed to
draft a set of rules: D r . Albert
tune-up they needed to fit them for the
Gaudette, John Doherty, William B a n running
they are
going to
enjoy
non and J o h n Keough.
against their intra-state rival.
Frosh Drop Opener . . .
The Providence College Freshman
five dropped a 50-32 decision to the
Bryant College hoopsters on the latter
team's home floor last Tuesday evening. "Louie" Sibbio. former Pittsfield High flash, featured the Black
and White attack by tossing in eight
field baskets to lead the individual
scorers for the evening. "Joe" Juges
and "Horse" Marone. who starred on
the gridiron for the first-year men
last season, turned in the best defensive exhibitions for the Friars. We
are just a little bit afraid that the
prelim game at the Auditorium tomorrow night between the Freshman
clubs will not even be close. The
down-staters pack just too much for
our boys
. . but we will be satisfied
with winning the main event, anyway.
Fallon May G o . . .
The return of "Lefty'' Fallon, soph
shooting star, to the F r i a r line-up in
the Becker game certainly helped no
little bit in the deciding of the victor
in that tussle. Fallon's presence at
one of the Providence forward posts
in the Dartmouth game may have
changed the complexion of things up
there, some of the boys think, and
he might be the spark of the "Fighting Friars" attack tomorrow night.
He may "go" , . . and if he does! | !

5

B i l l M u r p h y seems to be a little bit surprised at the turn of events
here. The Becker center and Elt Deuse have gone up into the stratosphere to decide whether the Worcester boys are going to get another
two points. "Unhospitable", B i l l calls it, as Elton deflects the ball and
nullifies the attempt. The gentleman in the foreground, waiting for the
boys and the ball to come down to earth, is Strzlicki. who did most of
the scoring from a forward post for the Becker five.

Providence forged into a 33 to 32
lead at the close of the third quarter but Becker again turned on the
pressure and with five seconds from
game time led 46 to 44. Then E l t
Deuse took a rebound near the sidelines and shot a one hander as the
whistle blew ending the game. T h i s
tied it up 46 to 46.

The play in the overtime was as
fast and furious as the regulation
periods. Becker went into the lead
on a successfully converted foul shot
but B i l l M u r p h y , stellar guard put
FRIARS M E E T R A M S
Providence out in front again with
a long shot. T w o more successful
IN H O O P F E A T U R E
foul shots put Becker ahead and with
15 seconds remaining Sweeney threw
(Continued from Page 1)
New Y o r k C i t y — ( A C P ) — T h a t large up his deciding score and the Friars
College. 50-32. at the latter's gym
were victorious 50 to 49.
numbers
of
college
students
have
less
last Tuesday night. Thus far "Stutz"
Becker presented a much smarter
Modzelewski, Ramlet forward, has academic ability than the youth of
provided the overture to Jaworski's their generation who have become and faster club than was expected
performances and should make his machinists and unskilled workers is and played a beautiful game. T h e i r
ball handling was nearly perfect and
presence felt before the varsity hoopdisclosed in a pamphlet. H o w Good
they fought all the way.
sters steam into action. H e w i l l be
A r e O u r Colleges?, just released by
B y their victory the Friars showed
backed up well, however, b y T e d
themselves in perfect condition and
Lownes. formerly of Westerly High, the Public Affairs Committee.
at the other forward slot. AbradoT h e pamphlet summarizes the re- ready to play a fast and aggressive
vich at centre. B i l l Rutledge. former sults of the ten-year study of higher game against State tomorrow night
Pawtucket H i g h luminary and A r m a n d education in Pennsylvania made by at the A u d i t o r i u m .
Cure, of New Bedford, at guards.
T h e Freshmen participated in an
the Carnegie Foundation for the A d -

College World

Be wary junior philosophers for:
There once was a metaphysician
Who said that he didn't exist.
intra-squad game as the preliminary.
vancement of Teaching.
A n d when he had proved his position
A l l said that he wouldn't be missed
A blind date is like a bee, you either
O n l y about half of the youth of
—St. Anselm Hawk.
outstanding ability are getting into Girls know that coffee isn't the only
get stung or get a honey.
college .the pamphlet declares, while thing that is extra-fresh when it is
at least one-fourth of the college stu- dated.
dents are below the average out-ofM a n y students object to doing outschool youth in ability.
side reading because during the winter

SIDELINE TALK

Colleges are shown to differ widely it is too cold outside.
in the capacity of their students. In
one extreme case all of the students
in the sophomore class of one college
a game as you performed against ranked lower in an intelligence test
than the dullest student in the sophoBecker.
T h e great Sweeney sank a sensa more class of a superior institution.
Nor do these differences appear to
tional basket against the Worcester
five to annex the contest. B y the way be due entirely to selection. T h i r t y Sweeney is the lad who has been liv- four students out of 106 high school
ing up to the things that have been graduates whose test scores were close
said about him both in football and to average went to colleges which
basketball.
ranked in the upper half of PennOne feller the Friars should watch sylvania colleges. T h e remaining 72
Saturday night is Leon Caprielian, the went to colleges in the lower half.
player that sets up all the plays Toi When tested again after four years,
those high scoring forwards. He pass- the students who attended the topes backhand and is plenty rough un- rank colleges made scores which were
der that basket.
However, men like superior to those in the low-ranking
Deuse and Barnini. etc.. w i l l provide institutions by a margin equal to the
plenty of opposition for one night
normal difference between Sophomore
Coach H u g h Devore. grid mentor, is
and Senior years. Thus, the pamphlet
booked to come here late this month
comments, "if the k i n d of knowledge
—so we have heard.
measured by these tests is the obW i n k Crowley, former P. C. star, is
ject of a college education, then it is
now blasting his way to stardom in
about twice as expensive in time (and
the Pawtucket Manufacturer's League.
probably in money) to go to the less
Wink was instrumental in handing
efficient institutions."
the Pee Jays (Kennedy of Brown:
Tashjian of State; Swanson of Bryant)
A new k i n d of nut cracker is the
a startling defeat
Before we close
we'd like to let you all in on a se- latest research development of a Unicret—'Providence College W i l l De- versity of California scientist. It exI plodes the shell from the inside.
feat R. I. State Saturday Night).

B y Charles T . Avedisian
Talk about spirit. There was more
spirit displayed at that recent tussle
with Becker College than has ever
been our pleasure to witness.
Even
though our force came out on the
long end of a hotly contested battle,
the general all-round play of both
fives was highly commendable.
The
fans, including all of the faculty, were
at their best when they began cheering and singing all sorts of songs
Did you notice Father Dillion y e l l
with joy every time a P. C. gent sank
a basket. T h e game was so exciting
that one Father nearly fell from the
balcony.

Coach Crotty has done a fine job
thus far and if the Friars pin a defeat on Rhode Island Saturday night,
they w i l l be in the same class as the
footballers. Freshmen and Varsity,
both of whom submitted the R a m
Watch Steve Fallon and J . Kwasniewski go to town against State
Elt
Deuse claims he'd rather guard the
high scoring Jaworski than any other
member of the State team. W e l l E l t
we all know that you'll play as fine
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Personality Shots
By

John Schofield,

'39

Bill Riley's sauntering along River
avenue is really a fine picture of
studied casualness. B i l l , it seems, enjoys to no little extent a little chat
in the morni.ig before the eight-thirty
class. News comes that A l Ahern will
return next year presumably to the
old rooming establishment. Obe regrets that he won't be there next
year but from all reports everything
Is still okay. About the only thing
that George Braman enjoyed receiving from good old Santa was a set
of gold false teeth which fit over his
own molars. When he wears the monstrosities and smiles, he looks like
one of the Forty-niners gone berserk.
The other day we received a spot
of doggerel from one of the Seniors
who was convinced that he had embodied four years of culture in one
superb masterpiece.
The following
was the masterpiece:
I go to school in January . . . so I
can come back to school in February . . . so I can stay in school in
M a r c h . . . so I can have a vacation
in A p r i l . . . so I can pass the exams
in M a y . . . so I can graduate in
June . . . so I can rest in July . . .
so I can worry in August . . . so I
can get a job in September . . . so I
can get engaged in October . . . so I
can get married In November . . . so
I can be nagged next December . . .
and live miserably ever after.
S i l Batastini and Ray Bedard were
very much concerned over the well
being of one of the Frosh. It seems
that the other day a Freshman, as
yet anonymous, ate one hamburger in
the Caff and followed it immediately with a second, then a third, a
fourth and a fifth. H e washed the

ALBERTUS MAGNUS CLUB
ELECTS TURNER PRESIDENT
The Senior Pre-medical class met
yesterday to resume activities of the
Albertus Magnus Science Club. Elections were held and the following
men were elected: President, Fred J .
Turner; Vice-President, Paul Kearney;
Secretary, Thomas Healy. and Treasurer, Bert Holdridge. A committee
consisting of John A . Kennedy, chairman; Thomas F l y n n , Joseph Baldwin.
Matthew Rossi and John Grady was
appointed to draw up a constitution
and present it at the next meeting.
A n Insignia committee was appointed
to formulate a suitable insignia for
the club. Jacob Belofsky, who Is
chairman of this committee, will be
assisted by John Kacevicz, Joseph
Golini. and Joseph Kidney. The next
meeting w i l l be held after the midyear exams at which time a definite
plan for the coming year will be outlined.

TERENCE REILLY NAMED
HEAD OF VERITAS DANCE

La Pleiade Marks
First Anniversary
L a Pleiade, P. C. French
Club,
marked its first anniversary at a meeting held in the large parlor yesterday afternoon. In observance of the
event, two literary papers on modern
French literature were read by F r a n cis J . Lehner. '40 and Lionel J . L a n dry, '40. The papers were entitled
"Paul Claudel and the Revival of
the Mystery Play" and "Jacques M a r i tain and the Catholic Renaissance in
France" and were delivered in French.
Michael O. Jenkins, '41, secretarytreasurer of the C l u b read a resume
of the records of the club's first year
of existence. Letters of congratulation, addressed to the members of the
club on the success of the recent lecture here by Jacques Maritain, distinguished French philosopher, were
also read.
It was also learned that the next
speaker to address the French C l u b
may be F e l i x DesRochers, L i b r a r i a n General of the Parliament Libraries
at Ottawa, Ontario. M r . DesRochers
is a lecturer noted for his works on
French and French-Canadian literary
figures. Members of L a Pleiade are
making arrangements and expect to
hear him while on his lecture-tour
of New England next month.

RING REPRESENTATIVES
TAKE CLASS ORDERS
Meeting yesterday

morning in the

Quotable Quotes
(By

Associated

Collegiate

Press)

large parlor with a representative of
"The university must make deliberthe contract for supplying the Junior ate, conscious attempts to tie itself
into the pattern of American comRings, many members of the Junior
munity life in some meaningful way
class who had not previously ordered
if it is to justify its place in the
their rings placed their orders.
community as an instrument for the
A large display of samples aroused protection and advancement of demmuch enthusiasm and an unusually ocracy." New Y o r k University's Dean
large number of orders was obtained Ned H . Dearborn urges higher eduaccording to the company representa- cation to pay more attention to adult
tive.
education.
the Bates and K l i n k e Co. which holds

A few minor adjustments
were
made in the case of a few men who
had already received their rings and
the representative of the company
announced that the orders which were
taken yesterday would be filled on
or about February 15.

PAGING T H E S A N D - L O T KIDS
New Y o r k — T h e "sand-lot kids" of
America are to have their innings in
the Academy of Sport at the New
Y o r k World's Fair 1939, It is announced by Grover A , Whalen, President of the Fair, In a "school term"
covering the period of Fair operation,
there will be free instruction in baseball by such professors" as Joe M c Carthy. L o u Gehring, Babe Ruth, B i l l
Terry, Johnny V a n der Meer, B u r leigh Grimes. "Dizzy" Dean, Hank
Greenberg, J i m m y Foxx, Joe D i M a g gio. B o b Feller and M e l Ott. Classes
are to be held in June, J u l y . August
and September of next year.

(Continued from Page 1)
book to Seniors and underclassmen
would be made, M r . O'Brien said, if
an appreciable increase in circulation
should be effected. A partial payment
system is to be set up for all students.
Underclassmen may buy the book for
Other lecturers whom members w i l l
four dollars, if a sufficient number of
try to obtain are Antonio Prince, L L . D .
pledges are obtained.
postmaster of the city of Woonsocket,
also noted lecturer, and John Wilfrid
same down with four bottles of milk, J . Mathieu, of Manchester, N . H .
calmly proceeded to devour
two former state senator of Rhode Island,
A Radio Institute for Teachers, first
eclairs, one piece of chocolate cake and member of the Order of the permanent body organized to demonand, as an appetizer, a chocolate cov- Knights of St. Gregory and an officer strate to educators the possibilities
of
the
French
Academy.
ered doughnut.
Said Noel Doyle
of using radio for instruction, has
about the whole incident, "That was
been established by the Columbia
a fine snack. Many a man might have
Coeds think that a flat tire is all Broadcasting System in connection
made a meal of it."
right—if he has the jack.
with its American School of the A i r .

"Only relatively late in human history have people been able to think
before they speak and speak before
they act. Most of us still do it rather
infrequently and with rather indifferent success." M i a m i University's
Dr. Read B a i n believes we are suffering from "acute but highly contagious blabitis."
"In the process of Americanizing
our education we have really, without
knowing it. drifted away from our
older American tradition. Nationalism
even if it is Americanism, is not
liberalism. It very easily becomes the
opposite." Dean Christian Gauss of
Princeton University deplores the decline of the study of the humanities.

